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Babylon is the world's most popular desktop translation software English to Myanmar or
Myanmar to English Offline Dictionary Main Features - Easy Navigation A: MySQL

queries run at run-time, while model-layer run-time queries are queries run at the time the
data model is loaded, and are used as reference for your client code to execute. Probably the
default MySQL storage engine, InnoDB, doesn't support what you want to do. MySQL has

two types of indexes: B-tree - for lookups, and unique keys Hash - for fast joins, and sorting
No available PHP method provides both at once, so you have to resort to one or the other.

InnoDB has only B-tree indexing, so InnoDB can't effectively do what you need. If you
insist on using InnoDB, you can create a special table for the translation, to get a B-tree

index. That would be a bit like the Chinese word for bus - a calling card - and you can build
queries for it against your other, user-friendly, name-space table. As for the B-tree indexing,

creating them can be painful. For example, say you have a lot of items with the name
"Babylon". If you have a 1:1 or 1:many table, you could use the concatenation of these

names as the index key. Your query then would look like this: SELECT * FROM translation
WHERE name = 'Babylon' You could in theory also choose to have the name field as the
index key, and the concatenation of that as the secondary key. For example, this would

mean that you would be able to find all translations of the name "Babylon" like this:
SELECT * FROM translation WHERE name = 'Babylon' AND index = 'Babylon' This

could potentially find you a lot of results, with several names which mean the same thing. It
will also be slow. Now this is not the complete solution - you still have to fetch all the

translations for a certain translation - but it's at least another approach than the one you
choose. The other approach is adding a "foreign key" in your user-friendly table to your
translation table, which would look something like this: CREATE TABLE translation (

name VARCHAR(100),
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